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0) Introduction  

There are several closely-related clauses in this chapter, relating on the various types of internal audits. 

They make a very suitable cluster for discussion. Many of these  clauses are new, and some not fully 

misunderstood and/or poorly catered for. Many NCs have been written on this clause alone. Some 

attention should be given. 

1) 9.2.1. Internal Audit (Scope)  (ISO9001) 

(Clause Description-Paraphrase) 

 The organization shall conduct internal audits at planned intervals to provide information on whether 

the quality management system:  

a) conforms to:  

1) the organization’s own requirements for its quality management system;  

2) the requirements of this International Standard; 

 b) is effectively implemented and maintained. 

 
 (Highlights of the clause) 

• (Ref to old Standards).There had been a similar clause, 8.2.2 of the same title, in the old 
version of ISO9001. The old clause was rather long.  Para 2 onwards became another clause in 
the new standard as 9.2.2. 

• The new clause is almost identical to  first para of the old clause, except a slight change of 
words-from’ to determine’,  to ‘provide’ info.  

• Key ideas still same ,to ensure the Standards and own QMS and effectively implemented  

• The new clause basically has the same requirements  
 

(Compliance best practice) 

 

9.2.1. Internal Audit (Scope)  
1. Scope of internal audit is to assess the effectiveness of the QMS,  in meeting the 

requirements of: 

• ISO9001/IATF16949 standards 

• Organization’s own QMS  
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2. This is the same as before and not seen as an issue so far 

 
 

2) 9.2.2 Internal Audit (Activities) (ISO9001)  

(Clause Description-Paraphrase) 

The organization shall:  

a) plan, establish, implement and maintain an audit programme(s) including the frequency, methods, 

responsibilities, planning requirements and reporting, which shall take into consideration the 

importance of the processes concerned, changes affecting the organization, and the results of 

previous audits;  

b) define the audit criteria and scope for each audit;  

c) select auditors and conduct audits to ensure objectivity and the impartiality of the audit process;  

d) ensure that the results of the audits are reported to relevant management;  

e) take appropriate correction and corrective actions without undue delay;  

f) retain documented information as evidence of the implementation of the audit programme and the 

audit results. <mandatory procedure status remain in 9.2.2.1 

NOTE See ISO 19011 for guidance.    

 

NOTE See ISO 10011-1, ISO 10011-2 and ISO 10011-3 for guidance. 

 

(Highlights of the clause) 

• (Ref to old Standards). This new clause was the back end the old 8.2.2, in the previous version 
of ISO9001.  

• The new clause is a reworded  version to be more readable, with some redundant sentences 
removed.  

• The new requirements are: a) frequencies of audit shall also consider changes to the process, b) 
ensure that the results of the audits are reported to relevant management 

• The total requirements are given in a) to f). 
 

(Compliance best practice) 

 

9.2.2 Internal Audit (Activities) 
1. A documented process is required. (see 9.1.1.1). The procedure in your former 

ISO/TS16949 can be used. But make sure the 3 types of audits are mentioned inside. I 
used to see only the QMS system audit being mentioned in the earlier days of transition 

2. Results should show effectiveness, and generally expressed as findings  
3. For negative findings, issue NCR in accordance to the method defined 

4. The audit report shall be submitted to Management, without undue delay. Submission is 
when the audit is done and concluded. (not to wait for the NC to close out) 

5. Follow-up actions shall be taken to close up the NC and OFI/Observations issued. 

 

 

3) 9.2.2.1 Internal Audit Program (IATF16949) 

(Clause Description-Paraphrase) 

The organization shall have a documented internal audit process. The process shall include: 

a) the development and implementation of an internal audit programme that covers the entire 
quality management system including quality management system audits, manufacturing 
process audits, and product audits.  
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b) The audit programme shall be prioritized based upon risk, internal and external performance 
trends, and criticality of the process(es).  

c) Where the organization is responsible for software development, the organization shall 
include software development capability assessments in their internal audit programme.  

d) The frequency of audits shall be reviewed and, where appropriate, adjusted based on 
occurrence of process changes, internal and external nonconformities, and/or customer 
complaints. 

e)  The effectiveness of the audit programme shall be reviewed as a part of management review.    
 
(Highlights of the clause) 

• (Ref to old Standards). There had been a similar clause, 8.2.2.4 Internal Audit Plan, in the old 
version of ISO/TS16949.   

• The old clause was a friendly, one-liner: “ Internal audits shall cover all quality management 
related processes, activities and shifts, and shall be scheduled according to an annual plan”. 

• The new clause has some new requirements a) to e) 

• The type of internal audits mentioned as QMS, manufacturing process, product 

• Notable change is  the frequency of audits shall be reviewed and, where appropriate, adjusted 
based on occurrence of process changes, internal and external nonconformities, and/or 
customer complaints. 

• Another notable change is Where the organization is responsible for software development, 
the organization shall include software development capability assessments in their internal 
audit programme.  

• Another notable change is the clause title change from “ internal audit plans” to ‘internal audit 
program’  

 
(Compliance best practice) 

 

9.2.2.1 Internal Audit Program 
1. All audit programs for the implementation  types of audits need to be prepared and 

documented  
2.  The programs can be documented separately, or on the same document. See Exhibit 33-1 

for a combined program. 
3. Shifts audit is now applicable to Manufacturing Process Audit and no long QMS system. 

See clause 9.2.2.3.   

4. All your types of audit can be carried out in rotation over 3 years (see Clauses 9.2.2.2, 
9.2.2.3, 9.2.2.4) 

 
 

4) 9.2.2.2 QMS System Audit (IATF16949) 

(Clause Description-Paraphrase) 

The organization shall audit all quality management system processes over each a three-year audit 

cycle. calendar period, according to an annual programme, using the process approach to verify 

compliance with this Automotive QMS Standard. Integrated with these audits, the organization shall 

sample customer-specific quality management system requirements for effective implementation.   

 
 (Highlights of the clause) 

• (Ref to old Standards). There had been a similar clause, 8.2.2.1 of same the title, in the old 
version of ISO/TS16949.  
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• The old clause was a friendly one-liner: “The organization shall audit its quality management 
system to verify compliance with this Technical Specification and any additional quality 
management system requirements” 

• There is an SI (SI-14) modifying the original clause content.  

• A 3-year rotation is allowed. Process approach. Frequency may be adjusted  all processes be 
sampled though out 3-year cycle, all applicable 9K, IATF clauses + CSR 

• Notable changes are:  
i. that shift audit is no longer here, but MPA 

ii. CSR shall be sampled during the QMS audit 
 
(Compliance best practice) 

 

 

 

5) 9.2.2.3. Manufacturing Process Audit (IATF16949) 

 (Clause Description-Paraphrase) 

The organization shall audit all manufacturing processes over each three-year calendar period to 

determine their effectiveness and efficiency using customer-specific required approaches for process 

audits. Where not defined by the customer, the organization shall determine the approach' to be used.  

Within each individual audit plan, each manufacturing process shall be audited on all shifts where it 

occurs, including the appropriate sampling of the shift handover.  The manufacturing process audit 

shall include an audit of the effective implementation of the process risk analysis (such as PFMEA), 

control plan, and associated documents.    

 
 (Highlights of the clause) 

• (Ref to old Standards). There had been a similar clause, 8.2.2.2 of same title, in the old version of 
ISO/TS16949. The old clause was a friendly, 1-line: The organization shall audit each 
manufacturing process to determine its effectiveness.” 

• The new clause is much expanded. Notable changes are: a) 3-year rotation allowed, b) customer 
specified approach to be used e.g. VDA6.3, c) All shifts to be audited, d) process risk analysis, by 
auditing the implementation of the various process document. 

 

 (Compliance best practice) 

9.2.2.2 QMS System Audit 
1. You are allowed to audit all the QMS processes over a 3-year period. My recommendation 

is that you continue to audit all processes every year.. 
2. If rotation is still preferred, you have to  prepare the 3-year program first. See Exhibit 33-2. 
3. Note that rotation does not mean total processes divided equally by 3. Some critical COP 

e.g. design, production and customer satisfaction still need to be audited every year. Other 
minor processes can be alternated over the next 2 years.  For initial or recertifications, you 
must audit all processes. 

4. From the program, you must still prepare an audit plan, with more details. See Exhibit 33-3. 
5. QMS system audit shall be based on automotive process approach. This is not well 

implemented in most cases seen. Most organizations are still using procedures for auditing 
and this is not adequate. This can be improved by using an additional list to cover the 
missing elements. See Exhibit 33-4. 

6. CSR of  customers are to be sampled during QMS (system) audit. You can also elect to 
conduct CSR on separate occasions. See Exhibit 6-2. 
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9.2.2.3. Manufacturing Process Audit 
1. Manufacturing Process Audit (MPA) audit also needs its own program for the year. The 

program can be a standalone, or combined with others. See Exhibit 33-1. 
2. For 3-year rotation for MPA is also allowed. If elect to do so, the 3-year rotation need to be 

shown. See Exhibit 33-2. 
3. For the immediate audit, prepare a separate audit plan to show more information, 

including shift auditing and changeover sampling. See Exhibit 33-3. 
4. If customer specifies a particular method be used, you need to comply. For example, if a 

German OEM specifies VDA6.3 for process audit, you must comply. Furthermore your MPA 
auditors must be qualified according to the VDA’s requirement. 

5. A specimen of MPA audit checklist is provided here. See Exhibit 33-5 
6. On the question of Process risk, it is considered OK if you conduct the audit using control 

plan, FMEA and WI during the audit.  

 

6) 9.2.2.4  Product Audit (IATF16949) 

(Clause Description-Paraphrase) 

The organization shall audit products using customer-specific required approaches at appropriate 

stages of production and delivery to verify conformity to specified requirements. Where not defined 

by the customer, the organization shall define the approach to be used.  

 
 (Highlights of the clause) 

• (Ref to old Standards). There had been a similar clause, 8.2.2.3 of the same title, in the previous 
version of ISO/TS16949.   

• The old clause was a friendly, -liner: The organization shall audit products at appropriate stages 
of production and delivery to verify conformity to all specified requirements, such as product 
dimensions, functionality, packaging and labelling, at a defined frequency. 

• The new clause is much expanded. Notable changes are: a) 3-year rotation allowed, b) customer 
specified approach to be used e.g. VDA6.5, c) audit points are at appropriate stages of 
production and delivery to verify conformity to specified requirements 

 
(Compliance best practice) 

9.2.2.4  Product Audit 
1. Product Audit (PDA) also needs its own audit program for the year. It can be a 

standalone, or combined with others. See Exhibit 33-1. 
2. 3-year rotation for PDA is also allowed. If elect to do so, use another table to show the 

rotation. See Exhibit 33-2. 
3. For the immediate audit, prepare a separate audit plan to show more information, 

including timing and auditors. See Exhibit 33-3. 
4. Choice of parts to be audited are generally based on: a) customer requirement, b) 

criticality, and c) performance  
5. If customer specifies a particular method be used, e.g. VDA6.5, you have to comply. If 

there is no customer requirement, you can use your own format for the audit.  
6. A specimen of PDA checklist is provided here. See Exhibit 33-6 

 
 

7) 7.2.3. Internal Auditor Competency (IATF16949) 
(Clause Description-Paraphrase) 
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The organization shall have a documented process to verify the internal auditors are competent, 

taking into account any customer-specific requirements on this area. Organization shall maintain a list 

of qualified internal auditors.  

System auditors shall have the following competencies 

a) Understanding the automotive process approach for auditing,  
including risk-based thinking 

b) Understanding of applicable customer-specific requirements  
c) Understanding of ISO9001 and IATF16949 requirements  
d) Understanding of applicable core tool requirements  
e) Understanding how to plan, conduct, report and close out 

audit findings 
(SI-4 has modified the clause that the requirements a)-e) apply only for QMS System Auditor) 
 

Manufacturing Process Auditor  further (SI-4) shall have: 

f)  understanding of the relevant manufacturing process (es) to be audited, including 

g)   process risk analysis (such as FMEA) and control plan) 

 

 Product Auditor further (SI-4) shall have  

h)  understanding  of product requirements  

i) use of relevant measuring and test equipment to verify product conformity 

 

Others: 

j) If the organization’s personnel provide the training to achieve competency, the trainer shall be 

competent with evidence. ( Refer to internal trainers only -SI-4) 

k) minimum number of audits a year as defined by organization ( No longer applied SI-4) 

i) maintain knowledge of relevant requirements base on changes internally or externally. Internal 

changes may be process technology, product technology; External changes may concern changes in 

requirements of ISO9001, IATF16949, core tools and CSR  

m) if there is special customer requirement e.g.VDA6.3 audit, then the MPA auditor must be process 

auditor qualification which requires formal training, work experiences and auditing experiences 

 

 (Highlights of the clause) 

• (Ref to old Standards). There had been a similar clause, 8.2.2.5 Internal Auditor Qualification, in 
the old version of ISO/TS16949.  

• In the last versions, it  was only 1 liner that says,, “The organization shall have internal auditors 
who are qualified to audit the requirements of this Technical Specification( see 6.2.2.2)” 

• The new requirement is much expanded. Subsequently SI-I had modify the competency 
requirements to be more logical. Competencies for the 3 types of internal auditors are made 
clearer. See clause content above 

 

 (Compliance best practice)  

7.2.3. Internal Auditor Competency 
1. Internal auditors need to be qualified. Clauses 7.2.3 specified the qualifications for the 

various types of auditors. SI-4 amended some of the rules. 
2. Clause 7.2.4 also spelt out qualifications for second-party auditors 
3. IATF auditors will check on the current list of internal auditors. Therefore it shall be made 

available. The qualifications adopted shall also be available for audit. You can also  place 
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8) SIs & FAQs 
  

         SI  Nbr              IATF Clause             Description 

 

 

 
 

both the qualifications and current auditor list separately or together. Exhibit 33-7 is a 2-
in-1 list. 

4. Internal auditors should be ranked. The model given here has 3 types ranking, support, full 
and trainer auditors. See SN33-14. 

5. Auditor list shall be updated every year. 
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        FAQ                     IATF Clause                  Questions and Answers 
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9) Supplementary Notes 
 Legend: HOC= Highlights of Clause, CBP= Compliance Best Practice, S&Q= SIs & FAQ, EXH= Exhibits 

Clause Section Clarification Subjects 

9.2.2, 
9.2.2.1 

CBP SN33.1  All 3 types of audits now allow for a 3- year rotation. 
Should we accept the offer?  

9.2.2, 
9.2.2.1 

CBP SN33.2  How to show 3 year’s rotation for QMS, when the audit 
program is only for finished  year? 

9.2.2, 
9.2.2.1 

CBP SN33.3  How to show MPA and PDA rotation for the years? 

9.2.2.2 CBP SN33.4  QMS audit how to adjust frequency due to NC from audits 
and complaints from customers? What do we check during the re-
audit? 

9.2.2.2 CBP SN33.5  We do verification after closing. Isn’t this same as your 
suggested? 

9.2.2.2 CBP SN33.6  For QMS audit, how do we sample for CSR 
implementation? 

9.2.2.2 CBP SN33.7  How to audit Management Processes as QMR the most 
qualified audit, is a part owner of the process? 

9.2.2.2 CBP SN33.8  How to audit Internal audit and Management Review ? 
Internal audit is generally in progress, and management review is 
only after internal audit. 

9.2.2.2 CBP SN33.9  What are some of the frequent problem with QMS Audit? 

9.2.2.3 CBP SN33.10  What are some of the frequent problem with MPA? 

  SN33.11  What are some of the frequent problem with PDA? 

7.2.3 CBP SN33.12  Why criteria and the current list of internal auditors need 
to be done separately? 

7.2.3 CBP SN33.13  How to define qualification of an internal trainer for 
internal audit? 

7.2.3 Exhibit 33-7 SN33.14  The specimen Exhibit 33-7 you gave on auditor 
qualification, you categorize auditors into a few types of auditors. 
What is the purpose? 

 

SN33.1  All 3 types of audits now allow for a 3- year rotation. Should we accept the offer?  

It is your choice, as you are allowed to do so. My opinion is no, don’t do it.  

QMS: From field experience, even after many cycles of audits, many  organizations still have a lot of 

NC and weaknesses. You can imagine what will happen if you reduce the audits to once in 3 years?  

MPA. New customers and new processes will make your rotation plan unsuitable.  

PDA. New products will invalidate your rotation plan.  

 

SN33.2  How to show 3 year’s rotation for QMS, when the audit program is only for one year ? 

Have a supplementary list  to show the rotation over 3 years. See Exhibit 33-2. 

 

SN33.3  How to show MPA and PDA rotation for the 3 years? 

In SN-33.1, I have suggested you don’t do it. But you must, then do a supplementary list to show 3 

year rotation for MPA and PDA. See Exhibit 33-2.  
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SN33.4  QMS audit how to adjust frequency due to NC from audits and complaints from customers? 

What do we check during the re-audit? 

Whenever NC (from internal or external audits), or customer complaint complaints occur, additional 

audit is required. This is recommended to take place within 6 months. When re-auditing, focus on the 

NC and check for any potentials for repeat, and horizontal replication. Don’t waste time checking on 

closing evidences, as they had been checked earlier. 

 

SN33.5  We always do verification after closing.  Isn’t this same as your suggested? 

Your verification is still part of the original audit. The original intent is you re-audit the whole process 

or the affected clauses again. That will be very time consuming with no extra benefits w. The suggested 

method saves you time, and focus on something really useful, a) no potential for repeat, b) apply 

horizontal application.  

 

SN33.6  For QMS audit, how do we sample for CSR implementation? 

 There are 2 ways you can do this: a) you audit the full list, on a separate occasion, b) distribute the 

duties among the QMS auditors to do the audit, during system audit. See Chapter 4. For more details 

 

SN33.7  How to audit Management Processes as QMR, the most qualified auditor, is a part owner 

of the process? 

Ask another senior auditor of the organization can be the auditor. QMR to be present as co-auditee in 

this process. This way, the process can be a learning process for top management too. Alternatively, 

use the services of an external consultant, or another senior member from a sister company. 

 

SN33.8  How to audit Internal audit and Management Review ? Internal audit is generally still in 

progress, and management review is only after internal audit. 

This is a cyclic problem and there is no perfect answer for this. One common way is to audit a mixture 

of current year’s prep work and last year’s records, and interview the persons in charge. There should 

be enough facts and data to deduce the effectiveness. 

 

SN33.9  What are some of the frequent problem with QMS Audit? 

a) Some organizations are still on procedure auditing, not checking on the other elements of the turtle, 

b) some are just auditing the turtle diagram itself, with not much digging on the methods, 

c) untrained, or inexperienced auditor are used to audit, resulting in zero or very few findings. 

 

SN33.10  What are some of the frequent problem with MPA? 

a) MPA audit is cramped in within the internal audit period, very hasty work with shoddy conclusions, 

b) not separately audited but consider production process (QMS system) as MPA, c) some processes 

are left out of the audit, d) no audit notes or checklist used, e) no NCR issued for findings 

 

SN33.11  What are some of the frequent problem with PDA? 

a) PDA audit is cramped in within the internal audit period, very hasty work with shoddy conclusions, 

b) very minimum product audited, e.g. only 1 part out of 20. c) method is not correct-auditors are 

duplicating the QC inspector’s work, instead of auditing, d) no NCR issued for findings 

 

SN33.12  Why criteria is needed to define the qualifications of internal auditors? Isn’t the current 

list of internal auditors self-explanatory? 
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The list that normally seen is just data. What is the criteria for judgement? Exactly same as 7.2.3? If 

so, it has to be stated. Additionally, the list normally show only the training attended. Does it mean a 

person attended training is automatically qualified to audit?  The least you can do is to list out all the 

requirement according to 7.2.3, and also add on some practical training to be convincing. You can 

combine both information on the same sheet. See Exhibit 33-6 for a specimen. 

 

SN33.13  How to define the qualifications of an internal trainer, for internal audit? 

Qualified  internal trainers must have received training of the latest version of the subject, and have 

sufficient experience. A fresh graduate just passing an internal audit training is therefore not 

considered qualified. According to the specimen case, the most senior auditors with certain no of 

audits can be appointed. Exhibit 33-6 

 

SN33.14  The specimen Exhibit 33-7 you gave on auditor qualification, you categorize auditors into 

a few grades. What is the purpose? 

First, it gives chance to more people to participate in internal audit. New employees also can join as 

trainee auditor to learn, semi-trained ones can learn further from the leading seniors. The senior can 

become internal trainer, with the defined number of years. Most of all, quality of internal audit will 

improve, and load shared out.  
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10) Exhibits 
 

Exhibit 33-1. 1 Year Internal Audit Program 
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Exhibit 33-2. 3-year Rotation Internal Audit Program 
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Exhibit 33-3. Single Year Audit Plan 
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Exhibit 33-4. Automotive Process Approach Checklist 
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Exhibit 33-5. Manufacturing Process Audit Checklist 
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Exhibit 33-6 Product Audit Checklist 
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Exhibit 33-7. Internal and Supplier Auditors List 
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Exhibit 33-7. Page 2 

 

 
 

>>  End of Chapter 33 << 


